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Abstract

BACKGROUND
Fertility histories are subject to measurement errors such as incorrect birth dates, incorrect
birth orders, incorrect sex, and omissions. These errors can bias demographic estimates
such as fertility rates and child mortality rates.
OBJECTIVE
We focus on births missing in fertility histories. We estimate the prevalence of such
omissions and study their associated factors.
METHODS
We leverage a panel survey (the India Human Development Survey) where the same
women were interviewed in two waves several years apart. We compare data across
waves and identify omitted births. Omissions in the second wave are modeled as a
function of several child, mother, household, and survey interviewer variables. Models
are fit separately to omissions reported alive or dead in the first wave.
RESULTS
We conservatively estimate the prevalence of omissions at 4%. A large majority of
omitted births are those of dead children, especially infants, with children in poorer
households at greater risk of being omitted. For children alive in wave 1, female children
are much more likely to be omitted in wave 2 compared to male children. Interviewers
can detect respondent behaviors associated with omissions.
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CONCLUSIONS
Omissions in fertility histories are non-ignorable. They do not randomly occur, and they
affect some population subgroups and some interview contexts more than others.

CONTRIBUTIONS
We investigate the understudied but important phenomenon of omitted births in fertility
histories. We bring attention to possible biases in demographic estimates. We shed light
on the survey process and propose strategies for minimizing bias through improved
survey design.

1. Introduction

Despite the enormous contributions made by the World Fertility Survey (WFS) and its
successor, the Demographic and Health Survey (DHS), concerns about the quality of data
have persisted (United Nations 1984; Meekers 1991; Pullum and Becker 2014; Bardley
2016). Helleringer et al. (2020) outline four possible errors when reporting birth history
data: date displacement (misreporting birth dates), age error (misreporting ages of
children), omissions (births not reported), and misclassifications (e.g., stillbirths reported
as neonatal deaths). While methods to correct errors such as age displacement are
available, the problem of omissions is “much more intractable” (Blacker 1994; Choi, Li,
and Zachary 2018). If births are omitted in the collection of fertility/birth histories,
estimates of fertility and mortality may be understated. Moreover, if specific types of
births are omitted (e.g., dead children), estimates of fertility and mortality differentials
may be biased.

Studies evaluating the quality of fertility history data are uncommon (Murphy 2009;
Helleringer et al. 2020). A major reason is that such evaluations require making some
assumptions about what “good” data would look like. For example, comparing fertility
history data from a given survey to those obtained from other sources, such as registries
or censuses (Espeut and Becker 2015), assumes that the latter are the “gold standard,”
which may not always be valid (Michael et al. 2013). Pullum and Becker (2014) assess
birth history omissions using deviations from expected values of the following three
criteria: sex ratio at birth, sex ratio of neonatal births, and proportion of infant deaths that
are neonatal. Methods using expected values may assume that sex ratios at birth or sex
differences in infant mortality rates are biologically determined, which may not be helpful
in societies characterized by preferences for sons (Arnold, Choe, and Roy 1998) and the
prevalence of sex-selective abortions (Robitaille and Chatterjee 2018). We take a
different approach in this paper by comparing fertility histories of the same women in the
India Human Development Survey (IHDS) – a panel survey with two waves conducted
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seven years apart – to examine the prevalence of omitted births. This unique analysis
contributes to the literature in three ways. First, it provides an estimate of birth omissions
in fertility histories. Second, it examines factors leading to bias; we explore the role of
child, mother, and household characteristics in shaping birth omissions and therefore
differences in estimates of fertility and infant and child mortality. Finally, we explore the
role of interviewers in influencing the quality of fertility history data.

2. Sources of omissions

Figure 1 suggests a framework for understanding omissions based on roles played by the
interviewer, the respondent, the survey instrument, and the environment during the
survey process.

Figure 1: Role of the interviewer, respondent, survey instrument, and survey
environment in impacting omissions in birth history data

Demographic surveys often organize intensive training for interviewers before
fieldwork commences. However, many such surveys have long and complicated
instruments; training covers a lot of content resulting in only “one day of two to three
weeks of training . . . to train interviewers on collecting birth histories” (Leone, Sochas,
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and Coast 2021; ICF 2020; ICF Macro 2009). This might result in interviewers not fully
absorbing the concept of a fertility history (e.g., mistaking it for a list of children present
in the household) or forgetting the concept, a phenomenon that is not uncommon (Billiet
and Loosveldt 1988). Training programs tend to focus on the questionnaire rather than
developing soft skills, such as asking sensitive questions. This impacts birth histories
since respondents are asked about children who have died.

Moreover, retraining interviewers during fieldwork is not common (Olson and
Peytchev 2007), resulting in persistent deficient interviewing behavior. Examples include
rewording a question (assuming it’s a properly tested question) so that its meaning is lost
– for example, “I am now going to ask you about the birth of your children” rather than
“I am now going to ask you about all the births you have had. Please report all live births,
whether they are still alive or not.” Deficient interviewing behavior also includes reading
a question too quickly, leading to a lack of comprehension by the respondent (Holbrook
et al. 2020); not paying attention to interviewing instructions (a lack of clear interviewing
instructions is a problem in itself), such as not proceeding chronologically; and a lack of
probing (Mangione, Fowler, and Louis 1992) – for example, if the gap between two births
is large, probing would involve gently and neutrally checking whether there were any
births in that gap. Other deficient interviewing behavior includes improper probing
(Schober and Conrad 1997), including leading probes such as, “So I guess you did not
have any births after [name] was born”; using shortcuts, such as referring to the household
roster to prompt the respondent (resulting in dead children and married-out children being
omitted); not including recent births, so that questions on topics like vaccination for
young children are skipped altogether; and improper feedback (e.g., saying, “Oh, how
sad that you had two children who passed away.”). While interviewers’ skills can improve
as they do more interviews (Olson and Smyth 2020), fatigue can also set in (Japec 2007;
Koch et al. 2009; DeMatteis et al. 2020: 6), leading to careless interviewing and
potentially more birth omissions (Cannell and Fowler 1964).

At the respondent’s end, since a birth is a salient event (Githens et al. 1993),
unintentional recall errors in birth histories are likely to be uncommon. However, several
other things may cause a birth to go unreported. In developing countries, the concept of
a demographic survey can be novel, especially for people from rural areas, and can be
confused with official data collection exercises such as censuses, leading to misreporting
of births (Feeney and Jianhua 1994). Respondents may fail to understand the need to
report all live births (whether the child is currently living with the respondent or not),
thereby specifically impacting the inclusion of nonresident children and dead children.
Comprehension issues can be exacerbated by a linguistically complex environment where
the interviewer and respondent are not fluent in each other’s dialect. Respondents with
lower education levels may be associated with more omissions since education is often a
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marker of cognitive sophistication (Knäuper 1999; Krosnick and Alwin 1987), which is
in turn associated with question comprehension.

Perinatal deaths (including infant deaths) are traumatic events (Gold, Dalton, and
Schwenk 2007; Murphy, Shevlin, and Elkit 2014), with mothers often experiencing guilt
and self-blame (Gold, Sen, and Leon 2018); memories of such deaths could be
suppressed, distressing to recall, and/or painful to report. These sensitivities would also
make probing for these children particularly challenging for interviewers. In countries
like India where a large proportion of births have historically taken place at home (58.5%
of birthing took place at home in 2005–2006; Patel et al. 2021), these factors perhaps
drive a “severe underreporting of negative reproductive events in surveys” (Haws et al.
2010). Social desirability (Johnson and Van de Vijver 2003; Krumpal 2013) can result in
omitting more daughters than sons from a birth history in cultures with a preference for
sons, which might impact rural areas more than urban areas (Clark 2000). Finally,
respondents could be multitasking (Aizpurua et al. 2018) or be interrupted during the
interview, causing them to satisfice (Krosnick 1999; Krosnick, Narayan, and Smith 1996)
by omitting some births. Satisficing can also be caused by fatigue from responding to
long questionnaires.

3. Study survey and data

We use data from the IHDS, a large-scale pan-India panel survey. Fieldwork for the first
wave of IHDS was completed in 2004–2005 with a sample size of 41,554 households.
The second wave was completed in 2011–2012 and involved interviewing 34,621 of the
wave 1 households and any households split from the root households that still resided in
the same locality. (A refresher sample was also recruited to compensate for non-
contactable wave 1 households.) Apart from a household questionnaire typically
administered to the head of the household, both waves had a separate set of questions
administered to “eligible women” (EWs) in the household, defined as ever-married
women between 15 and 49 years of age. EW-specific questions covered several domains,
such as health beliefs, gender relations, marital history, and fertility history, and were
administered by female interviewers. Interviewers were trained to ask for a private space
to conduct the interview, but such a setting was not always available. Of the 33,539 EWs
interviewed in the first wave, 25,475 were reinterviewed in the second wave. A large part
of this attrition was due to sample non-contact (rather than refusals), especially due to the
long time between waves (seven years). For example, some households in government
employee colonies had moved out due to transfers or retirement. In 2004 the proportion
of households with cellphones was also relatively low, which prevented follow-up.
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Both IHDS waves used a pen-and-paper personal interview (PAPI) approach and
captured birth histories identically, using the same question wording and format.
Appendix A contains a screenshot of the birth history question, which occurs toward the
end of the EW instrument. Interviewers were trained not only to ask respondents to
chronologically report birth history but also to clearly explain that all live births must be
reported, irrespective of whether the child was still alive or not. The birth history table
was split into two parts. Initially, the interviewer focused only on collecting the children’s
names and checking whether a child was still a household member. After this, the
interviewer went back to the first birth and went through all births in succession,
collecting more information from the respondent, such as the child’s sex, birth date,
present location, and age when they died (if applicable). The interviewer also checked if
there were any live births between the two births just recorded. Collecting data in this
fashion was done to reduce satisficing; if respondents knew that detailed information was
going to be collected for each birth, they might omit some births.

4. Data preparation and exploratory analysis

Our analysis is centered around examining the consistency of fertility histories reported
by the same woman in both waves of the survey. The separation of waves by seven years
is an advantage, since a respondent would be very unlikely to remember what she
reported in the prior interview; each interview gives an opportunity to collect fresh
fertility history data. However, this separation of waves posed a problem for data
preparation. Some communities in India do not name a child until a naming ceremony
occurs, several months or even years after the birth. Many yet-to-be named children in
wave 1 were recorded as “baby girl” or “baby boy,” but wave 2 would have these
children’s actual names. In many other cases, young children were recorded by a family
name or nickname (e.g., Chhoti or Tinu, both meaning “young one”). Matching only by
age would not work since age-related data are commonly misreported in India (Pardeshi
2010; Borkotoky and Unisa 2014). With all these issues, if the data were used as is, many
births recorded in wave 1 would be misleadingly classified as missing in wave 2. We
undertook an intensive exercise, which included calling up the respondent in many cases,
to make sure that the 70,000-plus birth records in wave 1 were correctly matched to wave
2 records or classified as omitted in wave 2. Specifically:

a) We first matched births electronically using the child’s name, birth date, and
sex. Birth records that did not pass this automatic matching were matched using
the following rules:
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b) When mismatched birth dates were within six months of each other across the
two waves, we assumed it was the same child. In many cases, the names of such
children were also different, but these differences were often due to spelling
issues (e.g., “Suneeta” vs. “Sunita”) or the use of common nicknames or
truncations.

c) When mismatched birth dates were more than six months apart, records were
cross-checked with the tracking and roster questionnaires, which are separate
instruments typically administered to the male household head (not to the EW).
We did this exercise even if the names were the same across two waves, since
these could be common nicknames applied to two different children across
waves. The tracking questionnaire was administered in wave 2 and sought to
verify the location of members in wave 1. The roster instrument was
administered in both waves and recorded all current household members and
their relationships. As an example of how these data were used, take the case of
an EW who reported in wave 1 that Raju was born to her in May 2002 and
reported in wave 2 that Rajesh was born to her in May 2003 but did not mention
Raju. The wave 2 tracking file shows that Raju is still in that household. Further,
the wave 2 roster shows that Rajesh was born in May 2002, implying that Raju
and Rajesh are the same person. Raju would therefore not be classified as
omitted. (Birth records clearly suffer from other measurement errors, but this is
not the focus of this paper.)

d) For more complicated cases, we called up the household and confirmed the
details.

e) Finally, we dropped cases of adopted children, those of the husband’s first
marriage, or children whose mothers were listed in the household roster as other
women from the same household.

A schematic representation of our data is represented in Figure 2. A total of 88,363
births were recorded in wave 2 (quadrants 1 and 4 in Figure 2) from panel EWs – that is,
EWs who were interviewed in both waves. Of these births, 17,868 births were those that
were not reported in wave 1. These births would be a mix of those that occurred between
the two waves (and so would not be omitted births) and those that occurred before wave
1 but were not reported in wave 1 (these would be omitted births). We could have used
ages reported in wave 2 to identify just the omitted births among quadrant 2 births, but
given the uncertainties surrounding birth data in India noted earlier, conclusions
regarding omissions would have been contaminated with errors in age data. On the other
hand, births not reported in wave 2 but reported in wave 1 (quadrant 2 births in Figure 2)
are those we are certain were omitted among all wave 1 reported births (quadrant 1 and 2
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births in Figure 2). We therefore focus on quadrant 1 and 2 births for our analysis, with
an associated omission rate of 4% [2913/(2913 + 70495)].

Figure 2: Distribution of IHDS birth history panel data across waves by
omission status

Note: Quadrant 3 is shaded gray since we would not know of births omitted in both waves.

We then undertook some exploratory analyses to inform our formal modeling. This
includes Figure 3, which looks at the share of omissions by mortality and sex. Most of
the children omitted in wave 2 were those who had already died by the time the wave 1
interview took place. These dead children represent 73% of all omitted children and are
approximately evenly distributed between the two sexes. Among these deaths, 37% were
neonatal deaths (as reported by the mother in wave 1), 34% were infants between a month
and a year old, and the remaining 29% were children more than a year old. (These
estimates are not shown in Figure 3.)

The remaining 27% of the children missing in wave 2 were those reported alive in
wave 1. Almost all of them did not live in the respondent’s household in wave 2, which
is known since except for nine children, none of them were listed in the household roster.
So either these omitted children died between wave 1 and wave 2 or were no longer living
with the EW. The latter scenario is more likely on average since approximately three-
quarters of these alive-in-wave 1 children were female. According to marriage practices
in India, daughters who marry and move out are commonly viewed as belonging to other
households (Desai et al. 2010); this likely caused such children to be omitted.
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Figure 3: Sex and survival status of births reported in wave 1 (2004–2005) but
not reported in wave 2 (2011–2012) based on 2,913 missing births
(4% of all reported wave 1 births)

Table 1 displays counts of births by mortality status recorded in wave 1 and
omissions in wave 2. The omission prevalence among children reported dead in wave 1
is 31.2% (2,113/6,762) compared to only 1.2% (800/66,646) among those reported alive
in wave 1. On average, the relative risk for a child reported dead in wave 1 being omitted
in wave 2 is 26 times more than that for a child reported alive in wave 1.

Table 1: Reported mortality of children in wave 1 and their omissions in
wave 2

# births # births omitted in wave 2 Omitted %

Reported alive in wave 1 66,646 800 1.2

Reported dead in wave 1 6,762 2,113 31.2

Total 73,408 2,913 3.9
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5. Analytical approach

5.1 Statistical model

Our exploratory analyses show that a key variable in explaining omissions is likely to be
a child’s mortality reported in wave 1 and that the factors impacting omissions of alive
and dead children are likely to be different. To formalize this, we first fit a model
predicting omissions in our full study sample, including child mortality as an explanatory
variable. Since the mortality variable remains important in predicting omissions after
adjusting for other child, maternal, household, and interviewer characteristics, we fit
separate models – the alive-omitted and dead-omitted models – to the sample stratified
by mortality status. Doing so gives us flexibility in modeling these separate
subpopulations. Our general model specification is as follows:

log
𝑝𝑖𝑗𝑘𝑙𝑚

1 − 𝑝𝑖𝑗𝑙𝑘𝑙𝑚
= 𝛽0 + 𝑢0𝑖 + 𝑢𝑜𝑗 + 𝑹𝑖𝑗𝑘𝑙𝑚𝑇 𝜷𝑅 + 𝑾𝑖𝑗𝑘𝑙

𝑇 𝜷𝑊 + 𝑯𝑖𝑗𝑘
𝑇 𝜷𝐻 + 𝒁𝑖𝑗𝑇 𝜷𝑍

𝑢0𝑖 ,𝑢0𝑗  ~ 𝑁(𝟎,𝑫), where 𝑫 =
𝜎𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑒2 0

0 𝜎𝑖𝑤𝑒𝑟2

The outcome variable is a Bernoulli variable, 𝒚𝒊𝒋𝒌𝒍𝒎 ~ 𝑩𝑬𝑹 𝒑𝒊𝒋𝒌𝒍𝒎 , equal to 1 when
the child (𝒎) was reported as alive in wave 1 and omitted in wave 2 for the alive-omitted
model (or reported dead in wave 1 and omitted in wave 2 for the dead-omitted model)
and equal to 0 when the child was not omitted in wave 2. We account for the clustering
of cases (i.e., children, 𝒎) within interviewer (𝒋) and state (𝒊) by introducing state and
interviewer random effects. We ignore the clustering of children (𝒎) within mothers (𝒍)
due to estimation issues owing to small cluster sizes. We also ignore the clustering of
mothers (𝒍) within households (𝒌), since a relatively small fraction of homes have
multiple EWs. We investigate the omission of births as a function of four vectors: child-
level variables (𝑹), mother-level variables (𝑾), household variables (𝑯), and
interviewer-level variables (𝒁). We also include cross-level interactions in the model (not
shown in the above specification for simplicity of expression).

5.2 Covariates

Based on our response process framework and exploratory analysis, we use the following
variables in the covariate vectors:
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5.2.1 Child characteristics

a) Sex of the omitted child. (“Male” was used as the reference level.)
b) Age of the child in wave 2. For the omitted children, this is the purported wave

2 age computed from wave 1 data. For dead children, a larger magnitude of this
variable would mean that the birth occurred at a more distant time. Past research
on cohabitation and fertility histories (Hayford and Morgan 2008; Wu, Martin,
and Long 2001) shows that distance from an event reduces the quality of recall.
In the case of children recorded alive in wave 1, it is easier for respondents to
forget to mention older children who have left home (Marckwardt 1973).

c) Whether the child was an infant when they died (applicable only to the dead-
omitted model).

5.2.2 Mother (EW) characteristics

a) The number of years of formal education (mean: 4.3 years; standard deviation:
4.7 years). Education is often used as a proxy for the respondent’s cognitive
sophistication (Krosnick 1991), and less educated respondents have been found
to be more difficult to interview (Loosveldt 1997).

b) Age at wave 2 (mean: 40.4 years; standard deviation: 8.1 years). In a study using
the British General Household Survey, Murphy (2009) found evidence of a
higher level of deliberate misreporting of birth histories among older women
compared with younger women. The plausible explanation was that younger
respondents have less scope to misreport since they have children present in the
household.

c) Any miscarriages or stillbirths experienced. Questions on miscarriages and
stillbirths are sensitive. We hypothesize that if respondents are willing to report
such stigmatized events (Haws et al. 2010), the psychological barrier to
reporting dead children would be reduced.

At the end of the IHDS interview, interviewers were asked to make observations on
the interview process. We include three such EW observation variables:

d) Understanding the purpose of the interview, an indicator of whether the
interviewer found it difficult to communicate the survey’s purpose at the
beginning of the interview. Interviewers reported that EWs had at least some
difficulty in understanding the purpose of the interview in 11.5% of interviews.
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e) Understanding interview questions, an indicator of whether the interviewer felt
that the EW understood questions (or not) in general (i.e., questions not
specifically about birth history). Interviewers reported that the EW had at least
some difficulty in understanding the questions in 15.2% of interviews.

f) Response confidence, an indicator of whether the interviewer felt that the EW
was confident (or not) in her responses in general. In approximately 5.5% of
interviews, interviewers reported that the EW was “rarely confident” (in which
case, this variable possibly showed a lack of confidence in answering the birth
history questions as well). In a further 17% of interviews, EWs were reported to
be “sometimes confident.” Respondents in the remaining 77.5% of interviews
were reported to be “usually confident” (reference level).

5.2.3 Household characteristics

a) Urban residence (urban households, the reference level, 33.2%; rural
households, 66.8%).

b) Caste-religious identity. Caste often forms a proxy for social class and quality
of education in India (Desai et al. 2010). Religion has also become a focal point
in population discourse (Basu 2004) and may lead to biased reporting of fertility.
This variable has six categories: Hindu upper caste (the reference level; 22.3%
of households), other backward caste (OBC; 33.9% of households), Dalit
(scheduled castes; 21.5% of households), Muslim (11.3% of households),
Adivasi (scheduled tribes; 8.2% of households), other religion (2.9% of
households). The Adivasi community has a higher level of infant mortality than
the rest of the population even after controlling for wealth (Das, Kapoor, and
Nikitin 2010; Sahu et al. 2015).

c) Asset ownership at wave 2. IHDS provides a derived variable in the public use
dataset that classifies a household in one of five quintiles based on asset
ownership: Q1 (poorest, 17% of our analytic sample), Q2 (16% of our sample),
Q3 (25% of our sample), Q4 (21% of our sample), and Q5 (richest, the reference
category, 21% of our sample). We use this variable to indicate the household’s
economic status; birth registration rates are known to be correlated with
economic status (Mohanty and Gebremedhin 2018), and some of the same
processes may be at play here.

d) A variable indicating whether multiple EWs were interviewed in the home in
wave 2 (18% of households have more than one EW). All things being equal,
for the alive-omitted model, we expect to see multiple EWs associated with
more omissions since the interviewer may be pressured for time. For the dead-
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omitted model, an added factor is that the respondent may not want to talk about
her dead children in the likely presence of other EWs.

5.2.4 Interview and interviewer characteristics at wave 2

a) Workload (mean, 55 households; standard deviation, 47.5 households). While
IHDS interviewers did not know how many interviews they were going to do in
advance, poorly motivated interviewers tended to drop out earlier than their
more motivated counterparts. Also, field agencies tended to use good
interviewers more. Thus the workload variable can be seen as an indicator of
better-quality interviewers.

b) Interview sequence. This is a sequential serial number representing the order in
which the interview occurred within an interviewer’s workload. We hypothesize
that later interviews within an interviewer’s workload will see more omitted
births, as interviewers might experience more fatigue and start taking shortcuts.

c) Missing age at death. For dead children, respondents were asked about the age
at which the child died (the last four columns in the question screenshot in
Appendix A). We created an indicator variable that took a value of 1 for an
interviewer who had at least one interview with a missing age-at-death value
(27% of all interviewers). We used this as an indicator of interviewers who were
wary of probing or asking for sensitive information from respondents.

All continuous variables were used in their scaled form (i.e., each value was divided
by the standard deviation of the raw values after subtracting the mean of the raw values
from it) to improve estimation stability and comparability of effect sizes. We do not
include survey weights in our models; we are not interested in population-level inferences
on missing children as much as the demographic and interviewing factors associated with
omitted births. (However, state of residence and urban residence, the two primary axes
of sample stratification in the IHDS, are included in the model.) We account for multiple
comparisons in our inferences by adjusting p-values and nominal 90% confidence
intervals using the Benjamini-Hochberg (B-H) false discovery rate (FDR) method
(Benjamini and Hochberg 1995; Benjamini and Yekutieli 2005). Analysis was conducted
in R software (R Core Team 2021) using the lme4 (Bates et al. 2015) package.
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5.3 Subset models and AUC curve analysis

Apart from studying the effect sizes for each variable, we also wanted to get a sense of
how different sets of variables perform in predicting omissions. For this, we fit separate
sub-models that included (a) only the child variables, (b) only the mother variables, and
(c) only the household and interviewer variables, and we obtained predicted probabilities
of omissions for all cases in our dataset when the subset models were applied. This was
done for both the alive-omitted and dead-omitted models.

6. Results

6.1 Results for the initial full sample model

Log odds of omitting a child in wave 2 (who was reported in wave 1) are plotted in
Figure 4. A table of coefficient estimates, their standard errors, and B-H–adjusted p-
values is in Appendix B. Figure 4 shows that the variable with the largest impact on
omissions, by far, is the child’s mortality status in wave 1. This variable enters into
several interactions with other variables, and the mechanisms underlying omissions likely
differ based on mortality. A check also shows that 95.7% of all households with at least
one omitted child either omit only children reported alive in wave 1 or omit only children
reported dead in wave 1. We therefore fit separate models for wave 2 omissions among
children reported alive (alive-omitted model) or dead (dead-omitted model) in wave 1.

6.2 Results for the alive-omitted model

Log odds of a child who was reported as alive in wave 1 being omitted in wave 2 are
plotted in Figure 5. A table of coefficient estimates, their standard errors, and B-H–
adjusted p-values is in Appendix C.
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Figure 4: Log odds (dots) of omitting a child along with 90% B-H confidence
intervals

Notes: Solid lines correspond to the confidence intervals that do not contain 0. The child, mother, and interaction variables are plotted
in the left panel, and the household and interviewer variables are plotted in the right panel. (The separator line among the vertical axis
labels differentiates these variable groups.) Note the difference in horizontal axis scales between the two panels; n = 72,678 children.

Figure 5: Log odds (dots) of a child who was reported as alive in wave 1 being
omitted in wave 2 (alive-omitted model)

Notes: The 90% B-H–adjusted confidence intervals are shown via horizontal bars; solid lines are those intervals that do not include 0.
The child and mother variables are plotted in the left panel, and the household and interviewer variables are plotted in the right panel.
(The separator line among the vertical axis labels differentiates these variable groups); n = 66,314 children.
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6.2.1 Child variables

Even after adjusting for household, mother, and interviewer variables, the two child-level
variables (sex and age, the first three terms in the left panel of Figure 5) are the most
impactful variables in predicting omissions. To aid our interpretation, we plot the
omission probabilities for different values of these variables in Figure 6. We compute
these probabilities separately for children in the poorest and richest households (from the
right panel of Figure 5, the poorest quintile households have 73% greater odds of
omission [𝑒0.55] compared to the reference group of the richest quintile households), all
else being equal.

Figure 6: Marginal effect of a child’s sex and age on omissions in terms of
mean predicted probabilities (vertical axis)

Notes: The child’s age (horizontal axis) is the purported age in wave 2 based on wave 1 information. Red lines represent females and
blue lines represent males. The panels on the left and right are those of households in the poorest and richest asset quintiles,
respectively. For these predictions we assumed a 45-year-old EW respondent with a primary school education in a rural Hindu forward-
caste household, with whom the interviewer had no trouble communicating the purpose of the interview, who was usually confident in
her responses, and who was the 50th interview among 100 interviews conducted by the interviewer. We did not condition on the
random effects in conducting these predictions.

For either the poorest households (left panel of Figure 6) or richest households (right
panel of Figure 6), mean omission probabilities for female and male children are similar
at younger ages. However, the risk of being omitted rises dramatically for females
(especially for children of poorer households) compared to males after 20 years of age.
This is approximately the age when a large proportion of females get married (Singh,
Shekhar, and Shri 2023) and move out of the natal home. The mean omission probability
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for a 25-year-old female in the richest quintile household is greater than the mean
omission probability for a male of the same age in the poorest quintile household.

6.2.2 Maternal variables

Older respondents (left panel of Figure 5) are associated with lower odds of omission.
One possible reason for this is that with younger respondents, the interviewer may just
note the children they see in the household. On the other hand, for older women where
there are no children around, the birth history question may be asked more methodically,
thereby leading to fewer omissions. Of the three interviewer observation variables,
omissions are associated with a visible and frequent lack of confidence by respondents in
answering questions; the other observation variables do not have any association with
omissions.

6.2.3 Household variables

All else being equal, except for the asset quintile variable (discussed above), none of the
household variables (right panel of Figure 5) have an association with omissions.

6.2.4 Interview and interviewer variables

While the specific sequential position of the interview in the interviewer’s workload does
not seem to be associated with omissions, workload magnitude is associated with
omissions. For every 1 standard deviation increase in the interviewer’s workload (47
interviews), the odds of a child being omitted in the birth history reduces by 29% (1 –
𝑒−0.35), which aligns with our hypothesis. To evaluate the impact of interviewer
workload, we fit a model with the random state and random interviewer effects along
with household-level variables and the EW’s age, education, and number of children
alive. (These fixed effects are meant to adjust for diverse respondents among
interviewers.) This yielded a between-interviewer variance estimate of 0.628. If we add
the workload variable to this model, the variance reduces to 0.454, implying that this
variable alone explains 28% of the between-interviewer variance of omissions in the
alive-omitted model.
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6.3 Results for the dead-omitted model

The results of the dead-omitted model (children who were reported dead in wave 1 and
omitted in the birth history in wave 2) are plotted in Figure 7. A table of coefficient
estimates, their standard errors, and B-H–adjusted p-values is in Appendix D.

Figure 7: Log odds (dots) of a child who was reported dead in wave 1 being
omitted in wave 2 (dead-omitted model)

Notes: The 90% B-H–adjusted confidence intervals are shown via horizontal bars; solid lines are those intervals that do not include 0.
The child and mother variables are plotted in the left panel, and the household and interviewer variables are plotted in the right panel.
(The separator line among the vertical axis labels differentiates these variable groups); n = 6,364 children.

6.3.1 Child variables

Children who died as infants (left panel of Figure 7) have 81% higher odds (𝑒0.59) of
being omitted compared to children who survived infancy. Death in infancy is the
variable with the largest impact on omissions. The sex of the child does not matter for
omissions (left panel of Figure 7), but older children are at a lower risk of being omitted
compared to younger children, all else being equal.
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6.3.2 Maternal variables

While the respondent’s age and education are not associated with omissions (left panel
of Figure 7), if the respondent reported ever having a miscarriage or a stillbirth, it
increases the odds of omitting a child in the birth history by 16% (𝑒0.15) compared to a
respondent who did not report having such an event, all other variable values being the
same. Respondents who are observed to be rarely confident in their responses have a
much higher odds of omissions (48%, 𝑒0.39) compared to respondents noted to be usually
confident.

6.3.3 Household variables

Among the household variables (right panel of Figure 7), rural households have a 21%
(1 – 𝑒−0.24) lower odds of omissions compared to urban households and even after
adjusting for this variable, Dalit households have 20% lower odds of omissions (1 –
𝑒−0.24) compared to forward-caste Hindus. In general, poorer households have higher
odds of omitting dead children compared to the richest quintile. One reason for this could
be that poorer households are those with less access to good-quality health care and
therefore are subject to higher mortality rates compared to richer households (Asaria et
al. 2019); the higher prevalence of dead children exposes these households to a greater
risk of omissions.

6.3.4 Interview and interviewer variables

Interviews conducted by interviewers with higher workloads are associated with fewer
omissions, but the interview sequence does not seem consequential for omissions. Since
the missing age-at-death variable has an interaction with the infant variable, we plot
predicted mean probabilities involving these two variables along with the household’s
economic status in Figure 8.

Focusing on the middle asset quintile households, there is a 0.46 mean probability
of omitting an infant in the birth history when the interviewer is someone who has at least
one missing age-at-death record (leftmost red dot in Figure 8). When the interviewer is
someone who has no missing age-at-death record, the mean omission probability for
infants drops marginally to 0.43 (leftmost blue dot in Figure 8). But this difference in
omission probabilities is exacerbated in the case of non-infant deaths (right panel of
Figure 8); the mean chance of a non-infant birth being missed is 10 percentage points
more when the interviewer has a missing age-at-death record (mean omission probability
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of 0.39) compared to when the interviewer has no missing age-at-death record (mean
omission probability of 0.29). All else being equal, middle asset quintile households have
an approximately 7 percentage point higher omission chance compared to the richest
households.

Figure 8: The marginal effect of infant deaths (left panel) or non-infant deaths
(right panel) and household economic status in terms of asset quintile
(horizontal axis) on mean predicted omission probabilities (vertical
axis)

Notes: Red dots represent cases where the interview was conducted by an interviewer with at least one missing age-at-death record,
and the blue dots are those where the interviewer had no missing age-at-death records.  For these predictions, we assumed a 45-
year-old EW respondent with a primary school education in a rural Hindu forward-caste household, with whom the interviewer had no
trouble communicating the purpose of the interview, who was usually confident of her responses, and who was the 50th interview
among 100 interviews conducted by the interviewer. We did not condition on the random effects in conducting these predictions.

6.4 Subset models

The detailed results of the subset models and AUC analyses are given in Appendix E.
They show that for the alive-omitted model, the child-level variables are more effective
than the household and maternal variables in predicting omissions. The full alive-omitted
model that uses all the variables suggests good predictive power. In contrast, in predicting
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omissions among dead children, the model with only the household and interviewer
variables (which also included the interaction between the infant and the missing age-at-
death variable) is more effective than the models using only the child or mother-level
variables. The full dead-omitted model does not have strong predictive properties.

7. Discussion

The utility of demographic data can be seriously compromised when respondents do not
report important events (Lindberg et al. 2020). This paper focuses on omissions in fertility
history data and demonstrates that: (a) the prevalence of omissions is not ignorable; (b)
omissions are not random but, as hypothesized by our response process framework, are
associated with child, maternal, household, and interviewer factors; and (c) omission of
births itself is not a homogenous outcome; mechanisms impacting omissions of children
reported alive in wave 1 differ from mechanisms impacting omissions of children
reported dead in wave 1.

Omissions in the number of reported births lead to underestimating fertility rates,
and as our results show, these biases are not random but affect some groups more than
others. We found that undercounts impact girls more than boys, thereby biasing sex ratio
estimates, which may well have implications for estimates of missing girls (e.g., Klasen
and Wink 2002). Since we find that dead children are more prone to omissions, we are
also faced with artificially deflated infant mortality estimates. While this paper focuses
on estimating the prevalence of birth omissions and exploring the underlying
mechanisms, quantifying the impact of omissions on demographic estimates is a topic of
future research.

The analysis indicates that omissions of alive children are not associated with any
specific socioreligious group but are likely a combination of respondents’
misunderstanding of the birth history question (reporting only current household
members) and lack of interviewer probing. We see signs of possible misunderstanding in
the case of dead children too, since omissions are associated with reporting a miscarriage
or stillbirth by the mother. In the IHDS, questions asking if the respondent experienced a
stillbirth or miscarriage (and if so, how many) appear before the fertility history question.
Since past research shows that the concepts of stillbirth and neonatal mortality are often
confused (Liu et al. 2016; Helleringer 2020), the respondent might think she has already
accounted for neonatal deaths in previous questions and fail to report them in the birth
history. Interviewers should be trained to be more careful when they encounter a report
of a miscarriage or stillbirth by probing and emphasizing to the respondent when
administering the birth history questions that stillbirths are not the same as live births.
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For both the alive and dead children, interviewer observations about respondents’
lack of confidence in their answers are associated with omissions. This lack of confidence
could stem from such respondents not understanding what is expected from them and/or
from issues such as social undesirability. On the latter aspect, we see that the odds of
omitting dead children increase when multiple EWs are interviewed in the household; the
reporting of dead children when others are around can be especially unpleasant. We also
see that after adjusting for economic status, urban households have a higher risk of
omitting dead children compared to rural households; fertility rates in urban India are
lower than those in rural India, which could cause the reporting of a dead child to be even
more sensitive and result in respondent hesitation. The results suggest that interviewers
are sensitive to such cues; they must be trained to act on them by neutrally encouraging
respondents to provide more accurate answers.

To curtail omissions, survey instruments can do the following: (a) program the
survey instrument to provide alerts to interviewers when respondents who are more prone
to omissions (e.g., EWs in low-income households) are administered the fertility history
question; (b) include an instruction below the fertility history question that tells the
interviewer to specifically probe the respondent for married-out daughters and children
who died in infancy. A special instruction can appear when miscarriages or stillbirths are
reported earlier by the respondent so that the interviewer can clarify the difference
between a miscarriage or stillbirth and a live birth. The strongest general method to
reduce the omission prevalence is by focusing on dead children (73% of all omitted births
are those of dead children), especially those who died during infancy (71% of omitted
dead children were infants when they died).

Our results bring attention to the role that interviewers play in reducing omissions.
Our experience of several interviewer trainings across surveys in the developing world
shows that interviewers, who are almost always contractual workers with different field
agencies, for whom interviewing might be a part-time job, are often not equipped with
interviewing skills such as sensitive probing. This increases the likelihood of missing
dead children in the fertility history question. This is probably why we see the missing
age-at-death variable (a sensitive question) associated with the omissions of dead
children (also sensitive). When fieldwork is in progress, survey managers will not know
if births are being missed or not. However, the presence of missing age-at-death
information in fertility histories collected by an interviewer can signal that the interviewer
is hesitant to ask about dead children and needs to be retrained in this regard. Thus
systems can be set up to track this indicator and interviews by such interviewers can be
scrutinized. Interviewers must also be cautioned against simply copying over the roster
information (one of the shortcuts interviewers can use) into the fertility history, since that
will miss nonresident alive children in addition to missing dead children.
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Our results showed that interviewers with a higher workload are associated with a
lower chance of omission. This perhaps reflects that interviewer longevity is associated
with enjoyment of the interview process and with data collection organizations making
greater efforts to retain better interviewers. However, good interviewers are also prone to
fatigue, which could impact omissions; quality-control systems should monitor paradata
(Couper 1998) on a rapid basis (Sharma 2019) to indicate if interviewers are speeding
through the fertility section. Future researchers can listen to electronic recordings of
interactions between the interviewer and respondents for better insight into causal
mechanisms underlying omissions. Cognitive interviews (Willis 2005) can also be
undertaken.

In conclusion, the data suggest that individuals revise their demographic histories in
response to survey situations in a way that may not match the scientific questions of
interest to the research community. Unless researchers understand the forces behind these
revisions, they risk underestimating fertility and mortality and overestimating the number
of missing girls. The results suggest a need for caution as survey programs such as the
DHS move from collecting fertility histories to collecting pregnancy histories. Similar to
the omission of dead children from fertility histories, pregnancy histories may also suffer
from under-enumeration associated with miscarriages and pregnancy losses.
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Appendix A
Figure A-1: Screenshot of the fertility history question in the IHDS questionnaire
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Appendix B: Summary of the omission model fit to the full sample

Table A-1: Log odds of omission in the wave 2 fertility history of a child reported
in wave 1; standard errors (SE) and B-H–adjusted p-values

Log odds SE B-H p-values

Intercept –5.78 0.19 < 0.01
Child-level variables
1. Dead in wave 1 (ref: alive in wave 1) 5.18 0.11 < 0.01
2. Female (ref: male) 1.12 0.09 < 0.01
3. Age (actual or purported) at wave 2 (scaled) 1.04 0.05 < 0.01

Mother-level variables
4. Age (at wave 2, scaled) –0.11 0.04 0.01
5. Years of education (scaled) –0.20 0.05 < 0.01
6. Any difficulty conveying IW purpose (ref: no) 0.26 0.11 0.03
7. Did respondent have difficulty understanding questions? 0.01 0.10 0.95
8. Was respondent confident? (ref: usually)
Sometimes 0.13 0.07 0.11
Rarely 0.45 0.11 < 0.01

Household (HH) variables
9. Rural (ref: urban) -0.20 0.06 < 0.01
10. Religion-caste (ref: Hindu, upper caste)
Adivasi 0.14 0.10 0.21
Dalit -0.25 0.08 < 0.01
Muslim -0.18 0.10 0.08
Other backward castes (OBC) -0.13 0.08 0.11
Other religions -0.12 0.21 0.61
11. Asset ownership (ref: Q5, richest)
Quintile 1 (poorest) 0.33 0.11 < 0.01
Quintile 2 0.40 0.11 < 0.01
Quintile 3 0.23 0.10 0.02
Quintile 4 0.11 0.09 0.25
12. Multiple eligible women in HH 0.02 0.06 0.77
Interviewer-level variables
13. Interviewer workload (scaled) –0.36 0.08 < 0.01
14. Interview sequence (scaled) 0.09 0.04 0.03
15. Missing any age-at-death in wave 2 0.15 0.12 0.25
Interactions
16. Child reported dead in wave 1 x female child –1.09 0.11 < 0.01
17. Mother’s education (years, scaled) x child reported dead in
wave 1 0.26 0.06 < 0.01

18. Child reported dead in wave 1 x child's age (scaled; wave 2) –1.06 0.05 < 0.01
19. Interviewer’s workload (scaled) x child reported dead in wave 1 0.18 0.06 < 0.01

Note: This model was fitted using 72,678 cases.
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Appendix C: Summary of the alive-omitted model

Table A-2: Log odds of omission in the wave 2 fertility history of a child
reported alive in wave 1, standard errors (SE) and B-H–adjusted p-
values

Log odds SE B-H p-values
Intercept –5.59 0.19 < 0.01
Child-level variables
1. Female (ref: male) 0.86 0.11 < 0.01
2. Age (actual or purported) at wave 2 (scaled) 0.99 0.10 < 0.01
3. Female x age (scaled) at wave 2 0.32 0.10 < 0.01

Mother-level variables
4. Age (at wave 2, scaled) –0.27 0.08 < 0.01
5. Years of education (scaled) –0.11 0.06 0.12
6. Any difficulty conveying IW purpose (ref: no) 0.28 0.16 0.14
7. Did R have difficulty understanding questions? -0.06 0.16 0.72
8. Was R confident? (ref: usually)
Sometimes 0.19 0.11 0.14
Rarely 0.58 0.15 < 0.01

Household (HH) variables
9. Rural (ref: urban) –0.11 0.10 0.38
10. Religion-caste (ref: Hindu, upper caste)
Adivasi 0.18 0.15 0.32
Dalit –0.24 0.13 0.12
Muslim –0.08 0.15 0.67
Other backward castes (OBC) –0.22 0.11 0.12
Other religions –0.33 0.35 0.40
11. Asset ownership (ref: Q5, richest)
Quintile 1 (poorest) 0.55 0.17 < 0.01
Quintile 2 0.33 0.16 0.10
Quintile 3 0.14 0.14 0.38
Quintile 4 0.03 0.13 0.81
12. Multiple eligible women in HH –0.14 0.10 0.20

Interviewer-level variables
13. Interviewer workload (scaled) –0.35 0.08 < 0.01
14. Interview sequence (scaled) 0.06 0.06 0.40

Note: This model was fitted using 66,314 cases.
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Appendix D: Summary of the dead-omitted model

Table A-3: Log odds of omission in the wave 2 fertility history of a child
reported dead in wave 1, standard errors (SE) and B-H–adjusted p-
values.

Log odds SE B-H p-values
Intercept –1.28 0.23 < 0.01
Child-level variables
1. Infant death 0.59 0.11 < 0.01
2. Female (ref: male) 0.06 0.06 0.40
3. Age (actual or purported) at wave 2 (scaled) –0.10 0.05 0.09

Mother-level variables
4. Age (at wave 2, scaled) -0.04 0.05 0.52
5. Years of education (scaled) 0.01 0.04 0.93
6. Any miscarriage/stillbirth 0.15 0.08 0.10
7. Any difficulty conveying IW purpose (ref: no) 0.21 0.15 0.21
8. Did R have difficulty understanding questions? 0.01 0.13 0.96
9. Was R confident? (ref: usually)
Sometimes 0.12 0.10 0.30
Rarely 0.39 0.16 0.05

Household (HH) variables
10. Rural (ref: urban) –0.24 0.09 0.03
11. Religion-caste (ref: Hindu, upper caste)
Adivasi 0.21 0.14 0.20
Dalit –0.23 0.11 0.09
Muslim –0.24 0.13 0.11
Other backward castes (OBC) –0.07 0.11 0.58
Other religions 0.08 0.29 0.85
12. Asset ownership (ref: Q5, richest)
Quintile 1 (poorest) 0.30 0.16 0.11
Quintile 2 0.50 0.15 < 0.01
Quintile 3 0.34 0.14 0.05
Quintile 4 0.22 0.14 0.19
13. Multiple eligible women in HH 0.17 0.08 0.09

Interviewer-level variables
14. Interviewer workload (scaled) –0.32 0.09 < 0.01
15. Interview sequence (scaled) 0.09 0.05 0.11
16. Any missing age-at-death in wave 2 0.43 0.17 0.05

Interaction
17. Infant death x any missing age-at-death in wave 2 –0.29 0.14 0.09

Note: This model was fitted using 6,364 cases.
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Appendix E: Predictive Power of Variable Subsets

To get a sense of the relative impact of different sets of predictor variables, we fit subset
models to both the alive-omitted and dead-omitted models that include: (a) only the child
variables, (b) only the mother variables, and (c) only the household and interviewer
variables. We obtain predicted probabilities of omissions for all cases in our dataset under
each of these subset models as well as for the full models.

We then use different thresholds of predicted probabilities to classify a case as
omitted or not omitted, thereby getting measures of true positive rates (TPR, or
sensitivity) and false positive rates (FPR, or 1 – specificity). This helps us arrive at the
optimal threshold using Youden’s method (Youden 1950), which balances the need to
increase TPR and reduce FPR. The AUC curves for model subsets of the alive-omitted
and dead-omitted models are displayed in Figures A-2 and A-3, respectively.

A comparison of the full models in the figures shows that the AUC for the alive-
omitted model (0.81) is quite good and much better than that of the dead-omitted model
(AUC of 0.67). That is, it is much more difficult to predict which child will be omitted in
the next wave among children reported dead in the current wave compared to predicting
omitted children among alive children. The small percentage of omissions among alive
children (1.2%) is more sharply identifiable compared to the large percentage of
omissions among dead children (31% omissions).

The AUC for the mother and child subset models are better when predicting
omissions among alive children compared to predicting omissions among dead children,
while the household and interviewer variables perform approximately the same in both
situations.
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Figure A-2: AUC curves for the alive-omitted models

Notes: The horizontal axis represents 1 – specificity (or the false positive rate), and the vertical axis represents sensitivity (or the true
positive rate). The diagonal solid line represents a purely by chance random classifier. The more the departure of the curve from this
line, the better our predictions. The dot on the curve is the point at which the optimal threshold probability was used.
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Figure A-3: AUC curves for the dead-omitted models

Notes: The horizontal axis represents 1 – specificity (or the false positive rate), and the vertical axis represents sensitivity (or the true
positive rate). The diagonal solid line represents a purely by chance random classifier. The more the departure of the curve from this
line, the better our predictions. The dot on the curve is the point at which the optimal threshold probability was used. The interaction of
the infant variable with the any missing age-at-death variable was included in the household and interviewer model.
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